tOP 10 reASONS
tO SubSCribe tODAy!
1 You’ll see the world around you with new eyes.
2 You’ll reignite your imagination and restore your love
of learning.

Set Off ON A QueSt
fOr
KNOWleDge!
With DiSCOvery ChANNel MAgAziNe

3 You’ll go behind the scenes of the most engaging Discovery
Channel TV shows and see what hosts, sound crew and
cameramen really go through!

How does 4.25 metres
of toothpaste get
packed into a 225gram tube? And how
do they get those
stripes in there?

4 You’ll discover things your eyes can’t see as you explore far
away worlds and supernatural events here on planet Earth.
5 You’ll always have fascinating stories to share with friends
and colleagues.
6 You’ll feel your appreciation of nature and the animal
kingdom grow deeper with each issue.
7 You’ll get a fresh look at history’s most colorful characters
and events.
8

9

You’ll understand even the
most complicated components
of science and technology
thanks to simple language
and compelling graphics.
You’ll be able to show your
children or grandchildren just
how fun history, science, maths
and more really can be.

10 You’ll understand where we’ve
come from as a people and
where we’re going as a planet.

How can something
as technical-sounding
as a virtopsy or as
simple as a bug help to
convict a killer?

Was Egypt’s Queen
Nefertite a natural
beauty, or did she have
plastic surgery?

As a Discovery Channel Magazine
reader, you’ll KNOW these answers
and many, many more.

Beyond
adventure

Mesmerizing
glimpses of the
supernatural

Dazzling
scientific
breakthroughs

Beyond
belief

A WOrlD Of
WONDer AWAitS
iN every iSSue!

Put the Most Astounding revelations
About Our universe in your Own two hands!
From the microscopic to the majestic, from the
everyday to the extraordinary, from Asia to our planet
and beyond, DISCOVERY CHANNEL MAGAZINE takes
you on a voyage guaranteed to hold you spellbound!
Join us today as we explore the most fascinating
facets of the universe through stunning photography,
engaging infographics, and riveting, easy-tounderstand reporting …

Dramatic
real-life
stories

Mysteries
revealed and
solved

Awe
inspiring
images

Intriguing
insights into
the animal
kingdom

there are billions
of stories in the universe.
DiSCOvery ChANNel MAgAziNe plans
to tell them all. Won’t you join us?
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